Alternative pre-mRNA splicing events can be classified into various types, including cassette, mutually exclusive, alternative 3' splice site, alternative 5' splice site, retained intron. The detection of features of a particular type of alternative splicing events is an important and challenging problem in understanding the mechanism of alternative splicing. In this paper, we consider the problem of finding regulatory sequence patterns, which are specific to a particular type of alternative splicing events, on alternative exons and their flanking introns. For this problem, we have designed various pattern features and evaluated them on the alternative splicing data compiled in Lee's ASAP (Alternative Splicing Annotation Project) database. Through our work, we have succeeded in finding features with practically high accuracies.
Introduction
Nowadays one of the greatest challenging problems in biology is to elucidate the whole picture of alternative splicing because alternative splicing is a central mechanism to generate the functional complexity of proteome. It was assumed that for a long time that alternative splicing was an exceptional event and, in most cases, the sequence of exons unique to an ORF was spliced. The completion of large genomic sequencing projects, however, revealed that metazoan organisms abundantly use alternative splicing. For example, the draft sequences of the human genome published in 2001 led to the surprisingly low number of genes, about 30,000 ∼ 40,000 genes, as compared with a figure of over 100,000 which was previously estimated.
It is one of the very important subproblems to detect regulatory sequence elements for alternative pre-mRNA splicing events. For this issue, Brudno et al. 1 focused their attention on tissue, and detected candidate intron regulatory sequence elements for tissue-specific alternative splicing. Thanaraj and Stamm 2 summarized from the literature, regulatory elements at 5' splice sites and 3' splice sites, and exonic elements.
Alternative pre-mRNA splicing events can be classified into various types, including cassette, mutually exclusive, alternative 3' splice site, alternative 5' splice site, retained intron 2 . The detection of regulatory sequence elements closely related to such a particular type of alternative splicing events is also an important and challenging problem in understanding the mechanism of alternative splicing. However, it seems that it has not been given enough extensive computational analysis of examining whether there are candidate regulatory sequence elements characterizing types of alternative splicing events.
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding regulatory sequence patterns, which are specific to the types of alternative 5' splice site, alternative 3' splice site, and cassette, respectively, on their alternative exons and flanking introns. The data on alternative splicing which we use in this work is the product of Lee's ASAP (Alternative Splicing Annotation Project)
3 . The approach we take for this problem is based on various feature designs. In general, it is very important how to look at the raw data, i.e., designing and selecting appropriate models of features (or attributes) on the data in the process of knowledge discovery (see for example 4 ), because it is necessary to detect features appropriate for explaining the data suitably in the process of discovering something new from the data. Since we have not had any deep insight into appropriate pattern models for regulatory sequence elements for alternative splicing events yet, we take the approach of designing and testing various features on sequences.
In this task, we consider, on DNA sequences, the various kinds of patterns: l-mers with some mismatches, strings over IUPAC nucleic acid codes, called degenerate patterns, and nucleic acid indexing, which is similar to amino acid indexing 5 . An alphabet indexing 6 is a classification of characters of an alphabet, by which an original sequence is transformed into a sequence over a smaller alphabet. On the sequences alphabet-indexed from DNA sequences, substring patterns are searched. Since all the patterns we use here are formulated as binary functions, we can deal with conjunctions and disjunctions of them easily. Such composite patterns are also evaluated. In finding discriminative sequence elements, it is also an important factor to locate search regions adequately. Through this approach, we have succeeded in finding discriminative features with practically high accuracies and reported the results. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the materials and methods we use in this work. The results we have attained in our computational analysis are reported in Section 3. We describe concluding remarks in Section 4.
In this section, we describe data of alternative splicing, and sequence feature designs, including pattern modeling, pattern matcher specification and search region arrangements. The score function we use is described here.
Data
Lee et al. 3 have compiled information related to alternative splicing, and the result is available as an online database ASAP (Alternative Splicing Annotation Project). The text files of this database can be downloaded at the site, http://www.bioinformatics.ucla.edu/HASDB/. An entry of the database has a column indicating how much evidence we have for the alternative splicing event. The value "multiple" means that both splices have at least two ESTs or at least one mRNA observation. All other alternative splices are indicated by "single". The entries we use here are restricted to the ones where their evidences are labeled by "multiple". Through our computational experiments, all the constitutive exons are considered to be negative examples. On the other hand, all the alternative exons involved in the alternative splicing type in question, for example, the type of alternative 5' splice site, are used as positive examples. The sequences related to those exons are called negative and positive sequences, respectively.
In the definition of the alternative 5' and 3' splice site events, we use a strict version. It is required that the non-alternative splice sites of the two overlapped alternative exons should be located in the same position.
Designing Features on Sequences

Search Region Arrangements
It is mentioned in 7,2 that regulatory elements known as silencers or enhancers can be intronic or exonic. Reflecting this knowledge, we exhaustively search patterns on the regions of alternative exons and their flanking regions.
For two alternative exons e 1 and e 2 of alternative 5' splice sites, four kinds of search regions, which are called upstream, overlapped exonic, non-overlapped right exonic, and downstream regions, are defined in (A) of Fig. 1 . The length l of the upstream and downstream regions is set at 100 nt, which is the same as the previous work on finding candidate intron regulatory sequence elements for tissue-specific alternative splicing 1 . In the same way, the four kinds of search regions for alternative exons of alternative 3' splice sites are defined (see (B) 
Pattern Models
Let Σ be a finite alphabet. The patterns we use in this work are mismatch patterns, degenerate patterns, numerical indexing patterns, and substring patterns over alphabet-indexed sequences. We describe the details of these patterns here.
• A substring pattern over Σ is a string p over Σ. The substring pattern matcher we use here returns, given a string t over Σ, true if there is at least one occurrence of p in t, and false otherwise.
• A mismatch pattern over Σ is a pair of a string p over Σ and a nonnegative integer k. The mismatch pattern matcher returns true if there is at least one substring of a given string t identical to p except at most k positions, and false otherwise.
• A degenerate pattern 8 over Σ is a sequence of subsets of Σ. For a degenerate pattern p = p 1 p 2 · · · p n with p i ⊆ Σ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the degenerate pattern matcher returns true if there is at least one substring s = s 1 s 2 · · · s n (s i ∈ Σ) of a given string t such that s i is included in p i for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and false otherwise. When Σ is set at the nucleotide set {A, C, G, T, U}, degenerate patterns are identical to strings over the IUPAC nucleic acid codes. The degeneracy of p is defined as the value of
Notice that the occurrences of the above patterns conserve the order of the characters occurring in the patterns completely or incompletely. For example, a mismatch pattern p = ACGT with at most one mismatches matches the strings including as substrings, * CGT, A * GT, AC * T, or ACG * , where * means any one symbol. Trivially, these substrings conserve the sequence of the characters of p partially, that is, A,C,G, and T. Then we also consider quite a different type of pattern models which do not have any constraint on the order of the characters of the substrings which those patterns match. We introduce a numerical indexing, which is a mapping from a finite alphabet Σ to a numerical value set V . This is a generalization of an amino acid indexing, a mapping from one amino acid to a numerical value 5 .
Definition 1 (numerical indexing) Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and V a set of numbers. For a given numerical index I : Σ → V and a string s = s 1 s 2 · · · s n in Σ * (s i ∈ Σ for i = 1, 2, . . . , n), let I(s) denote the homomorphism (I(s 1 ); I(s 2 ); · · · ; I(s n )), where (; ) denotes a sequence of values. We will call I(s) the numerical-indexed string.
A numerical indexing from Σ to V is called a nucleic acid indexing when Σ is the set of the nucleotides. A numerical indexing pattern is defined by a pair of a numerical indexing I and a threshold τ . The matcher of numerical indexing patterns we use here returns, given a string t ∈ Σ, true if the value of the function max avg w is greater than or equal to τ , where max avg w (I(t)) is the average of a substring of size w in I(t), which gives the maximum value (i.e. max{I(t ) | t = xwt y, |t | = w}). It returns false otherwise.
An alphabet indexing 6 is a classification of characters of an alphabet. This can be used as a preprocess of transforming original DNA sequences into degenerate sequences over a smaller alphabet. It is formally defined as follows:
Definition 2 (alphabet indexing 6 ) An alphabet indexing Ψ is a mapping from one alphabet Σ to another alphabet Γ, where |Γ| ≤ |Σ|.
We will call Ψ(x) the alphabet-indexed string.
On alphabet-indexed sequences, substring patterns are searched.
Notice that the returned values of the patterns mentioned in this section are binary. Thus, the conjunction (i.e., logical product) and disjunction (logical sum) of any two those patterns are defined and can be calculated.
Search Space
We here describe the search spaces of the patterns given in Section 2.2 and how to search them. mismatch pattern: For a specified length l, all the substrings of l in the positive sequences are evaluated. For each of the strings, mismatch is allowed to be at most one. These mismatch patterns are evaluated in the following procedure.
1. Let P and N be sets of positive and negative sequences, respectively.
2. Let S be the set of all the substrings of length l in P .
3. For each s ∈ S, assign the set of the indexes (I, j) to s such that s is a substring of j-th sequence in I where I is either P or N . The set assigned to s is denoted by assign(s).
4.
For s ∈ S, let L l (s) be the set of strings t of length l such that s matches t with at most one mismatch, and calculate ∪ x∈L l (s) assign(x).
This procedure runs in O(||P ||·l ·(|P |+|N |) log(|P |+|N |)+||N ||)
, where for a set S of strings, ||S|| denotes the sum of the lengths of the strings in S.
degenerate pattern: The length l of a pattern is also set at 4, 5 and 6. The degeneracy is set at 4. These patterns are calculated in a way similar to the mismatch patterns.
numerical indexing pattern: For the length parameter l, we consider a numerical indexing such that each character is assign an nonnegative integer in the range from 0 to l. A local search method is used to find high score patterns. However, it is still rather time-consuming, thus the threshold τ is fixed to be l − 2, and the length parameter l is restricted to be 6.
substring pattern on alphabet-indexed sequences: The alphabet indexing we consider here classifies the four nucleotides into two even-sized subcategories. For example, we would use Ψ(A) = Ψ(C) = 0 and Ψ(G) = Ψ(T ) = 1 where Γ = {0, 1}. On the alphabet-indexed sequences over Γ, all the substrings of length 4, 5, and 6, which are extracted from the positive ones, are evaluated as substring patterns.
conjunction and disjunction: On each data set of alternative splicing types, the conjunctions and disjunctions of all the pairs of the top three patterns for a search region, a pattern model, a pattern length are evaluated.
Score Function
We here describe a score function F of patterns, whose value is called a contrast score. The contrast score based on the frequencies of occurrences of a pattern on a sequence is used in 1 . However, we use contrast score based on the binary values depending on whether there exists an occurrence of a specified pattern or not, which is defined as follows. Let p be a pattern, and let T be a set of strings. By T (p) we denote the number of the strings t in T such that there is at least one occurrence of p in t. The contrast score function F returns, given a positive sequence set P and a negative sequence set N , the value P (p)/|P | − N (p)/|N |.
Results
In this section, we report results of computational experiments for searching for discriminative patterns on the search regions, characterizing the alternative splicing types of alternative 5' splicing, alternative 3' splicing, and cassette. The numbers of entries of alternative 5' splicing, alternative 3' splicing, and cassette in the ASAP database 3 are 227, 249, and 1299, respectively. As mentioned in Section 2.1, all the constitutive exons are used as negative examples, whose total number is 39,993. At first, our program is executed for all the combination of alternative splicing types, search regions, and pattern models. At the next stage, conjunctions and disjunctions derived from the patterns found in the previous stage are evaluated.
Alternative 5' Splice Site
The patterns found in alternative exons of alternative 5' splicing and their flanking introns are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 : The patterns found in alternative exons of alternative 5' splicing and their flanking introns. The column labeled by R indicates a search region. U, O, N, and D denote the upstream, overlapped exonic, non-overlapped exonic, and downstream regions, respectively. The column labeled by C indicates a model of patterns. DP, MP, AI+SP, and NIP, denote the classes of degenerate patterns, mismatch patterns, substring patterns over alphabetindexed sequences, and numerical indexing patterns, respectively. For a class C and a natural number l, Cl denotes a subset of C, {s ∈ C | the length of s is l}. The columns labeled by F, P (p)/|P | and N (p)/|N | show, for the pattern in a row, the contrast scores, the ratio of true positives, and the ratio of false positives, respectively. In the last three rows, top three composite patterns, which are conjunction or disjunction of two single patterns, are listed. Notice that these pattern share the string CGGGG at least. As for a G-rich element, it is known that intronic G triplets are frequently located adjacent to 5' splice sites, which would correspond to the left ends of the downstream search regions, and bind U1 snRNPs to enhance splicing and select 5' splice sites 9 . This knowledge would imply that those found patterns capture regulatory elements of alternative 3' splicing because of the fact that those patterns are also frequently occurred on the downstream search regions. 
Cassette
The patterns specific to the type of cassette are given in Table 3 . Comparing with the other results, the contrast scores of these patterns are lower. 
Discussion
Through Table 1 , 2, and 3, we can see that a higher score is obtained by composing single patterns. An interesting point is that, the two search regions of any composite pattern in the tables are a pair of upstream region (U) and downstream region (D).
As for the substring patterns on the alphabet-indexed sequences, high score patterns share the same alphabet indexing which separates A and T from C and G. Notice that this fact is not dependent on the types of alternative splicing.
As for a score function, we have also examined a function based on the frequencies of patterns p on a sequence t, instead of whether there is at least one occurrence of p on t, which is used in our score function F . Through our computational experiments, we have compared the two score functions, and F looks better than the frequency version (data is not shown).
